TANDEM

For every drawer
the right

solution

Blum offers endless possibilities to inspire manufacturers and cabinet makers alike.
Using TANDEM plus BLUMOTION concealed runners will allow the customer to
appreciate the beauty of wood drawers and the quality of motion they have come to
expect from Blum products.
TANDEM plus BLUMOTION offers smooth running action, quiet closing and
dependability for the lifetime of the cabinet.

9" drawer

SPACE CORNER

Waste/recycle drawer

Wide drawer

Made in the USA

TANDEM

TANDEM plus BLUMOTION concealed runners are made in the US at our Stanley, NC facility.
This is just one example of Blum’s commitment to manufacturing products in the US, for the US.
Blum, Inc.

■■ Wide range of drawer lengths from 9" ‒ 30" in 3" increments

Premium concealed runners for wood drawers

7733 Old Plank Rd.

■■ Works with drawer material 1/2" ‒ 3/4" thick

Stanley, NC 28164

■■ Same runner can be used for face frame, panel, inset, and overlay applications

800-438-6788

■■ Meet or exceed ANSI/BHMA A156.9 grade 1 requirements

704-827-1345

■■ Available in 75 lb and 110 lb dynamic load capacities

fax 704-827-0799

■■ Tool-free height and rear tilt adjustment

www.blum.com

■■ Wide variety of locking devices, rear mounting brackets and sockets
■■ Various assembly aids available to make installation simple and easy
■■ Same cabinet mounting height and drawer box construction as SOLO
Please visit www.blum.com for information on other Blum products.
Technical specifications subject to change without notice.
LIT.TDM2000.03.09 © 2009 Printed in USA

www.blum.com

Drawer length

Partial
extension

Full
extension

Full extension
with BLUMOTION

Heavy duty full extension
with BLUMOTION

Max. drawer thickness

Max. drawer thickness

Max. drawer thickness

Max. drawer thickness

5/8"

3/4"

5/8"

3/4"

TANDEM
plus

TANDEM
plus

562H

562F

5/8"

3/4"

5/8"

■■ Tool-free drawer height adjustment with locking device

12"
TANDEM

TANDEM

18"

552H

552F

■■ SERVO-DRIVE for TANDEM plus BLUMOTION

■■ Special locking devices are available for narrow drawers,

■■ TIP-ON for TANDEM plus without BLUMOTION

■■ Blum locking devices compensate for drawer length tolerance

TANDEM
TANDEM
plus
plus
BLUMOTION BLUMOTION
562H

562F

21"
24"
27"
30"
Capacity

■■ Tool-free tilt adjustment with rear hook
inset drawers, SERVO-DRIVE and interior roll-outs

3/4"

9"

15"

Touch to open features

Adjustable and versatile

TANDEM at a glance

TANDEM
plus
BLUMOTION

TANDEM
plus
BLUMOTION

568H and
568.

568F and
568A

75/100 lb

▼

▼

Rear tilt adjustment

110/125 lb

Standard lengths
12"

9"

15"

12"

18"

15"

21"

18"

24"

21"

27"

24"

30"

27"

33"

30"

Face frame
attachment options

Inset bracket

Adjustable organization
■■ ORGA-LINE adjustable organization system

TANDEM series runners are based on the American standard 3" cabinet depth system, therefore, the runner lengths come in 3" increments.
TANDEM plus runners are available for drawers from 9" ‒ 30" in length.

■■ Adjustable inset attachment solutions
■■ Complete rear attachment program with screw-on
and plug-in solutions

>

DYNALOG 2.6

■■ Standard solutions are non-handed
■■ Lateral self-alignment feature

The newest version of DYNALOG planning software offers ordering and planning
support for the latest in Blum hardware.
DYNALOG makes cabinet planning effortless. Enter all of the various attributes that
are unique to your cabinet construction and DYNALOG gives you a component list,
boring locations and dimensions for all drawer and door parts.

Plug-in socket

■■ Utensil, cutlery and deep drawer organization
■■ High quality stainless steel trays are simple to maintain and
dishwasher safe
■■ Organized items are close at hand when needed
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